
 

 



Making sense of voice and data events, interactions and transactions 

Delma is a provider of communication and location monitoring systems that help a broad range of organisations make sense of the 

large volumes of voice call events that are a part of their every day life. Events such as voice conversations that, in conjunction with 

other data, can provide both a record of what has happened and a real insight in to what needs to be done next. 

Delma was set up in 2005 by a group of experienced managers from the call recording industry who saw the technology changes that 

were occurring in the industry. These changes, driven by the convergence of telecommunications and IT, promise new types of            

applications that merge voice and transactional data to enable new, improved  ways of doing things. This  promise, which goes     

beyond simply improving the way current applications can be done, has created a launch pad for a new range of applications.                     

These applications are turning traditionally intangible information, such as voice recordings,  into hard data  that can be used in        

completely new ways.  

The starting point for Delma is a detailed understanding of voice and data recording that enables us to build both packaged and    

tailored solutions for a variety of customers covering commercial and government sectors. 

Increasingly customers are looking for more sophisticated solutions, and our ability to integrate other technologies with recording  

enables us to build systems that meet their specific needs. Out of this work we are  creating new types of applications such as Voice 

Record Systems. 

Call Recording  

Voice recording  is at the core of Delma’s expertise. We provide standard recording solutions for customers who have requirements 

ranging from needing to meet financial compliance regulations, through to emergency  services who need to keep reliable records of 

phone calls so that incidents can be recreated for evidential purposes.  The Delma NRG2 recording platform and the Delma CoreStor 

recording management system combine to cater for both small organizations and large, distributed enterprises and contact centres. 

Highly functional, calls can be stored in secure formats that prevent misuse of the voice data. 

These products also provide the  platform for tailored recording solutions for customers with unique recording requirements. We work 

with a range of technology partners to enable the recording of a variety of specialized environments including radio, satellite and GSM 

phones. They also enable us to build new applications that maximise the opportunities afforded by convergence technologies. 



Voice Record Systems 

Building on our recording products, Delma has 

introduced Delma VoxForms,  a Voice Record   

System. Delma VoxForms turns a prompted    tele-

phone call in to a formal voice record that can be 

stored, and searched just like any other data held 

an organisation’s IT systems. With easy to scan 

capabilities it can save on paper transactions, en-

able subsequent transcription  to text, or be inte-

grated with other transaction systems.  

VoxForms users such as the police or hospital 

consultants submit structured reports and make 

transactions remotely by phone that are then held 

for later transcription or stored as records in their 

own right. 

Asset and Personnel Tracking 

Delma supply location tracking platforms that provide real-time 

tracking, alarms, and historical records for multiple asset types. 

Delma marries customer needs to the right technologies to provide 

solutions tailored for them, whether this is tracking people,      vehi-

cles or specialized assets. Our open approach means that we offer 

the best technologies available for any specific  tracking problem 

because we are not tied to one solution.  

Contact Centres 
Delma call recording and voice record systems 
help contact centres to improve customer service, 
reduce paper work and resolve disputes. 

Emergency Services 
Delma’s solutions include radio recording,   re-
cording emergency response centres and saving  
police paper work by enabling reports to be sub-
mitted remotely. 

Financial Trading Floors 
The Delma NRG2 provides a robust solution 
that meets the demanding total recording   envi-
ronment required to meet compliance  regula-
tions for financial trading floors. 

Security Services     
Delma combine tracking and recording      
solutions to create sophisticated surveillance       
systems for government  security services. 

 

Delma provides solutions across many industries 
As organisations realise the potential of converged applications Delma is supplying systems to an increasingly wide range of 
industries, including hospitals, police forces and commercial contact centres. 
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Delma Professional Services 
Delma consultants work with customers to  understand 
their problems and design and  implement projects that  
deliver tailored  recording and tracking solutions. We work 
with  leading technology partners to enable us to provide 
best in class applications to our customers. 

Delivering Solutions Around the World 
Delma have  partners in many parts of the world and work with them to   

deliver solutions across Europe, The Middle East and the Asia Pacific region.  

Website www.delmatechnologies.com 

Contact Us 

Delma Technologies, The Station Mill, Station Road, Alresford, Hampshire SO24 9JQ, United Kingdom 

Tel: +44 1962 738506  Fax: +44 1962 738496 

Email: sales@delmatechnologies.com 

Web: www.delmatechnologies.com 
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